Zambion

Time Clocks
Time Clocks are a proven way to
reduce cost and timesheet fraud,
but just as importantly, they are
a great way to improve accuracy
and streamline the payroll process.
Zambion timeclocks incorporate advanced
technology such as fingerprint recognition
algorithm, optical sensors, embedded
design technology and advanced software
capabilities. With its 3.S”HD LCD colour
screen, high speed verification and large
memory capacity, it is one of the leading
models in the market.

Features at a glance
• Biometric scanning, swipe card, and
password capable
• Single point staff registration with
smart replication
• No firewall port/ configuration
required
• Supports WIFI and DHCP
• Composite Algorithm System with
High Speed Operating System
• Embedded LINUX System
• Standalone or Network
Environment
• Embedded Multi-Language
Interface
• 3.5” Real Colour LCD with HighDefinition Graphical User Interface
• Large Memory Capacity with High
Speed Verification
• 24 Hours Continuous Operation
Available
• Saves Data During Power I Internet
Outages

Specifications
Verification / Identification

Technical Specifications Capacity
Fingerprint Capacity

10,000

Verification Speed

(1:1): :S 0.5s

Log Capacity

200,000

Identification Speed

(1:N): s1s

FBR

:S 0.01%

FAR

:S 0.0001%

Language
Multi Language

40+Ianguages available

Power Supply
Power

Communication
110/ 220 VAC ~12VDC

TCP/ IP HTTP

Environment

GET / POST Protocol

Machine Size

Operation Temperature

0° c ~45° c

Operation Humidity

20% ~80%

205 (L) * 145 0N) * 53 (H) mm

I

Display/ Speaker
LCD Display

3.5" T FT high definition graphical interface, 65,000 real colour

Speaker

Voice Prompt (I anguage can be selected)

Additional Functions
9-PIN ID, Printer Output, External Bell Connection, Multi-Verify ID Reader, Mifare Reader, WIFI, GPRS
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Who Owns Your Data?
Over the past 10 years we have seen customers being held to ransom by demands that if they want to
view their historic payroll records then they must pay big for the privilege, or if they want a physical backup,
then they need to pay an additional large sum - five digits is not uncommon!
We recognise that the data in Zambion is yours and that if for any reason you wish to change providers then
we will send you a backup, as well as Excel reports, at no charge. In fact, if you would like to receive a weekly
or daily backup of your data then let us know - we will be glad to make this happen.
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Why should you be content with Generic Products & Services?
These days customer service as a strategic differentiator is talked about a lot, however putting it into practice
is difficult. At Zambion we have always believed that great customer service will set us apart from our
competitors and that the key ingredient is to individually tailor our service to your needs. This is why we do not
charge for new reports and do not charge for product modifications. In fact, we go one step further and have
aligned our support agent's remuneration package with delivering a great customer experience. For example, after
every closed help desk ticket we send out a short customer survey and if the Zambion support agent does not
score higher than a 4 star rating, then their bonus component may be adjusted accordingly. We also have
a few other KPls like this and it is in the interest of our staff to deliver a great product and a great
customer experience.
And finally, we would like to thank you for taking the time from your busy schedule to read our information
pack. If you have any feedback, questions, or would like to see any changes made, we would be glad to
hear from you.

